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Rushing to spend like Britain, could leave us out in the cold
It can be a highly charged dance giving away cash, but one that could trip us up too, OLIVER HARTWICH writesWhen I first came to

Australia I was greeted
by a friendly
immigration officer at

Sydney airport. Looking at my
passport he wanted to know whether
I had ever visited Australia before.
After I stated that I hadn’t he asked
whether I had been to England,
which I happily confirmed. The
officer smiled: ‘‘It’s just like England,
only warmer’’, and handed me back
my passport. Somewhat puzzled I left
Kingsford Smith airport and went to
on to see what he meant.

Today, 10 years after this strange
introduction to Australia, I am still
not sure whether the officer was
serious or whether he just liked
teasing German tourists. But having
since lived in both London and
Sydney for several years, I feel at least
more confident to draw my own
comparisons now.

When it comes to comparing
countries, you are well advised to be
careful, though. Things may look
superficially similar, but only
misleadingly so. As they say, Ginger
Rogers did everything Fred Astaire
did, but she did it backwards, in high
heels. There are obvious parallels
between Australia and Britain. Both
countries underwent painful, yet
ultimately successful economic

reforms in the 1980s. The first
difference is that it was the
Conservative Party implementing
them in Britain, whereas Australia’s
economic modernisation was done
by the social democratic ALP.
Economic liberalism or ‘‘neo-
liberalism’’ may not be the most
popular set of ideas today, but
whoever wants to deny the success of
Australian and British free-market
reforms should just think back to the
1970s. The Australian economy had
fallen down the international league
tables, and Britain even had to turn
to the International Monetary Fund
IMF for a bailout. Both countries
were at the crossroads, and both
managed to reinvent themselves as
outward-looking, fast-moving
economies.

The point of departure between
Australia’s and Britain’s fortunes
came in the late 1990s. In a strange
twist of history it was the result of yet
another parallel when the original
pro-reform parties lost power to the
Opposition. The new governments
under John Howard and Tony Blair
did not do much to alter their
countries’ economic course and

basically continued with their
predecessor’s policies. At least this is
the commonly believed story. There
is only one problem with it: It is not
true, at least not in the case of
Britain.

When Tony Blair’s relabelled
‘‘New’’ Labour party won the 1997
election, he seemed to be a safe pair
of hands on the economy. Labour
before Blair was seen as dangerously
naive on economic matters at best
and completely out of touch with the
economy at worst. Former Labour
leader Michael Foot went into the
1983 general election with a radical
left-wing manifesto known as ‘‘the
longest suicide note in history’’.
Before the 1992 election The Sun
newspaper famously warned about a
victory of then Labour leader Neil
Kinnock, ‘‘If Kinnock wins today will
the last person to leave Britain please
turn out the lights’’.

The conclusion that Blair had
drawn from his party’s previous
defeats was unambiguous. If Labour
wanted to stand any chance of being
elected, they had to portray
themselves as economic
conservatives. And so they did:

Before the 1997 election New Labour
promised to honour the Conservative
Party’s spending plans for four years
while ruling out any income tax rises.

Labour’s transformation into an
economically conservative party was
as shallow as it was short-lived. While
fiscal discipline indeed lasted for the
first few years in government, the
party soon reverted to more
traditional Labour policies. In
particular, public spending on health
and education dramatically
increased. Unfortunately for Britain,
the surge in funding mainly helped to
feed large and growing
bureaucracies. During a decade of
New Labour an extra £1.2 trillion
(A$2.63 trillion) was spent, financed
partly by covert tax hikes but also by
running large budget deficits, even
when the economy was still growing.
Labour’s fiscal profligacy left Britain
ill-prepared for the present
economic crisis. In parts of the
country the state now accounts for
between two thirds and three
quarters of economic activity. To
speak of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland
completely misses the point. United

Soviet Republics would be a far
better description, although parts of
Eastern Europe in the Cold War
probably had a larger private sector
than Britain today.

Where there should be a budget in
the British Treasury, there is only a
black hole. The pound sterling has
slumped against both the Euro and
the US dollar, and it no longer seems
impossible to imagine a re-run of
Britain’s 1970s experience, including
once again turning to the IMF for a
cash injection. Britain could soon
follow Iceland’s example and declare
bankruptcy. Commentators are
already speaking of ‘‘Reykjavik-on-
Thames’’.

Australians can count themselves
lucky that while Tony Blair and his
Chancellor and eventual successor
Gordon Brown did their best to
cripple the British economy, their
mistakes were not repeated in
Australia. While public sector
spending also increased under the
Coalition government here, it was
nevertheless kept in check by their
insistence on budget surpluses.

Yet in another episode of history
repeating, the Australian Labor Party

like Blair’s New Labour made
themselves electable by posing as
economic conservatives. During the
2007 election it was a badge that
Kevin Rudd wore with pride. If you
had followed British politics for the
past decade, all this must have
sounded awfully familiar. And what
was all this talk of ‘‘New
Leadership?’’ Wasn’t it precisely the
kind of ‘‘New Labour’’ repositioning,
which happened under Tony Blair?
Where New Labour once promised to
honour Conservative spending
plans, Prime Minister Kevin Rudd
and Treasurer Wayne Swan assured
the electorate they would keep the
budget in surplus.

Having just moved to Australia
from Blair’s and Brown’s Britain, it is
fascinating to watch Rudd following
in their footsteps. The only thing
that’s different is the speed at which
Rudd managed to give up his
carefully constructed image as an
economic conservative to return to
the traditional social democratic
terrain of tax, borrow and spend.

The economic crisis may have
accelerated Rudd’s transition from
prudence to profligacy, and it may

well be that his predecessors would
have done something similar if still in
office. But it still feels like an
antipodean remake of the Blair years.
Is this really the road that Australia
wants to take, I cannot help but
wonder. In hindsight, the Blair and
Brown approach to economic policy
was always close to charlatanry. It
rested on the illusion that they could
spend as if there was no tomorrow.
But tomorrow came sooner than they
knew it. Blair’s ‘‘Third Way’’ was built
around the hubristic belief that
government could steer the
economy. Gordon Brown even went
so far that he declared ‘‘the end of
boom and bust’’. But now it looks as
if the bust will soon mark the end of
Gordon Brown’s ill-fated
premiership.

So is Australia really just a warmer
version of England, as the
immigration officer suggested to me
10 years ago?

Probably not yet, if simply for the
fact that in the past decade Australia
has avoided the worst mistakes made
in Britain. But if Rudd continues his
New Labour-like policies, Australia
may well become another Britain, if
only without the snow.

■ Dr Hartwich is a Research Fellow at the
Centre for Independent Studies.

Money test for US-China ties
With the economic stakes so much higher now, the Obama Administration faces a critical decision, MICHAEL RICHARDSON writes

As the global economic
storm intensifies, a key
question is how much will
the United States borrow

as it tries to recover and
who will lend it the money?

The answer will shape not only the
future of by far the world’s biggest
economy but also Washington’s
relations with key economic
partners, particularly China.

The US Treasury is selling record
amounts of bonds as part of a
borrowing binge that market analysts
estimate could reach $US2.5 trillion
($A3.78 trillion) in the financial year
to September. Both the number and
size of Treasury auctions are growing
to fund federal government deficit
spending on economic stimulus
programs, and bank and company
bailouts.

The Administration’s $A1.2 trillion
package, to create jobs and growth in
a sharply sagging economy that is
working its way through Congress
this week, is significantly smaller
than originally planned following
opposition from lawmakers over the
swelling budget deficit. And the
separate financial rescue plan
announced on Monday by Treasury
Secretary Timothy Geithner contains
no new public money, at least for the
moment, for the same reason.

Foreign investors, including China,
Japan and other governments, hold
more than half of the outstanding
$A8.31 trillion in Treasury debt. Will
they keep buying the looming
avalanche of US bonds when they
need to spend more at home?

If overseas demand for the debt
slides, interest rates in the US will
rise, countering the efforts of the
Federal Reserve Bank to keep home
mortgage payments in the depressed
housing market from going up.
Concerns about fast growing US
government deficits have already
pushed the yield on the benchmark
10-year Treasury note to 2.80 per
cent, from just over 2 per cent at the
end of December.

The US has allowed itself to
become the world’s top debtor state.
Its overindulgence will have
geopolitical as well as economic
consequences. The sinews of US
power are being weakened. So, too,
are American authority and influence
in the Asia-Pacific region and
elsewhere.

The US will almost certainly have
to cut its military spending by 10 per
cent or more. The defence budget
climbed more 60 per cent during the
eight years of the Bush
administration, and will total at least
$A926 billion in the year to
September. Meanwhile, the State
Department budget is a relatively
paltry $A54.4 billion.

The imbalance prompted the
Defence Secretary Robert Gates to
call in November 2007 for ‘‘a
dramatic increase in spending on the

civilian instruments of national
security – diplomacy, strategic
communications, foreign assistance,
civic action and economic
reconstruction and development’’.
Sadly, this may not happen now.

It might be thought that China,
viewed by some in Washington as a
strategic competitor or even a
potential enemy, would seek to
hasten the relative decline of the US
as a global power.

Beijing is certainly in a position to
do so, although only at great cost to
China itself. A recent study by the US
Council on Foreign Relations found
that China, which has the world’s
largest foreign exchange reserves,
held $A2.57 trillion in US
investments at the end of last year,

including close to $A1.36 trillion in
Treasury bonds and between
$A831 billion and $A906 billion in US
government agency bonds.

This makes the Chinese
government by far the biggest
creditor of the US. In the nine
months to September 2008, it is
estimated to have loaned
$A717.8 billion to America. Will it
keep doing so, especially after Mr
Geithner said last month that the
Obama Administration believed
China was manipulating its currency
to boost exports?

China angrily denied the charge,
accusing him of fanning
protectionist sentiment in the US. On
a visit to London early this month,
China’s Premier Wen Jiabao was

interviewed at length by the
Financial Times. In a reference to the
currency manipulation charge, he
said it was ‘‘confusing right and
wrong when people who have been
overspending blame those who lent
them the money’’. However, Mr Wen
said the main message he wanted to
convey was that the ‘‘US
Government should view its relations
with China from a long-term and
strategic perspective, and under the
present circumstances, the priority of
the two countries should be working
together to fight the financial crisis’’
and promote bilateral relations.

Asked whether China would
continue buying US Treasury bonds
or use some of its reserves for
spending programs at home to

stimulate the economy, Mr Wen
replied that the reserves, which
China says rose to $A2.95 trillion by
the end of last year, ‘‘reflect the
economic strength of a country’’. He
added: ‘‘We are now having
discussions about how to make
rational and effective use of the
Chinese foreign exchange reserves to
serve the purpose of economic
development in China.’’ Of course,
having parked so much money in the
US, China does not want to take any
action that would undermine the
value of its investments or the
recovery of one of its main export
markets.

But Beijing’s hand might be forced
and Mr Wen seemed to be warning
that US officials could be entering

dangerous territory when he
described continuing Chinese
investment in Treasury bonds as ‘‘a
very sensitive issue’’. In April, the
Treasury is due to issue the latest of
its six-monthly reports on the
currency policy of US trading
partners. The Obama Administration
will have to determine whether to
charge China with currency
manipulation and trigger possible
sanctions. With the economic and
financial stakes so much higher now,
it will be a critically important
decision – and one that will test the
strength of US-China ties.

■ The writer is a visiting senior research
fellow at the Institute of South-East Asian
Studies in Singapore.

Purpose-built subs could mean locally made boats
Plans for larger submarines after 2020 are already afloat, DANIEL COTTERILL writesSubmarines provide one of

Australia’s most critical
military capabilities and
planning to replace the

existing Collins Class boats soon after
2020 is already in its early stages.

Australia is in a unique position in
regard to submarines. This country
has no civil nuclear power industry
and therefore no infrastructure to
support nuclear powered
submarines – nor is there much in
the way of public or political support
for that to change any time soon.
That leaves the Royal Australian Navy
in the market for conventionally
powered boats. Most conventional
submarine technology emanates
from Europe, and that includes our
current Collins Class subs which are
based on a Swedish design. However,
transit distances for submarines
operating around Europe are quite
short compared to those sailing in
this region. That dictates an
Australian requirement for larger
boats that can carry more fuel and
supplies, and are able to reliably

operate in much warmer water.
Those factors combined suggest that
it is unlikely that any off-the-shelf
submarine will suit Australia’s needs,
meaning another local build
program almost certainly centred on
Adelaide. The Government promised
as much in the lead-up to the 2007
federal election.

The Australian Submarine
Corporation (ASC since 2004) built
the Collins subs in Adelaide and now
has a 25-year contract to support
them. The company is also building
the Navy’s new fleet of Hobart Class
Air Warfare Destroyers.

Many will remember the highly
publicised teething problems
suffered by the Collins, and several of
those were caused by enlarging a
submarine designed to operate over
comparatively short distances in cool
European waters. During the
remediation process the

Commonwealth bought out ASC’s
private shareholders while lobbying
the US Navy for access to advanced
submarine technology to help fix the
boats. It has long been a matter of
bipartisan public policy that ASC
would eventually be privatised, but
there is a growing realisation that
game may no longer be worth the
candle.

Private ownership and
competition are seen as key factors in
ensuring that Australian taxpayers
aren’t forced to pay too much for
new submarines, and this leads
directly to questions about exactly
what parts of ASC should be sold, to
who and for how much?

It has been argued that to maintain
the potential for competition to build
the new subs it would be better to sell
ASC as a business but retain the
infrastructure necessary for building
submarines presently owned by the

company in government hands. In
theory at least, a competitor to ASC
who won a bid to build the new subs
could then do so utilising the
publicly owned facilities. Any
privatisation of ASC will be overseen
by the Department of Finance and
Deregulation, with the Department
of Defence an ‘‘interested party’’
with the opportunity for input. Not
surprisingly, opinions between
various officials at both departments
differ.

Some argue that a degree of
foreign ownership of ASC is
necessary, preferably by a European
conventional submarine design firm
to guarantee ‘‘reach-back’’ to the
intellectual property necessary to
make the subs work properly first
time round. Others contend that
access to US submarine technology is
crucial to the success of the project
and that any amount of foreign

ownership will impede Australian
access.

Particular elements of submarine
technology are among the most
closely guarded US defence secrets
and even partial foreign ownership of
ASC by any non US companies will
almost certainly be frowned upon by
those intent protecting that most
sensitive IP. It is widely agreed in
Defence circles that access to US sub
technology is paramount, partly for
the contribution it can make to the
success of the boats, but also because
our Navy co-operates with the US
Navy on some very delicate
underwater operations and the more
seamless the integration between the
two services the better.

Valuing ASC is problematic. The
long-term contract to support the
Collins Class provides steady if
unspectacular returns, while the
ASC’s role as builder of the AWDs is

potentially more lucrative it is seen
by analysts as carrying much more
risk. Few either understand or see the
need for the complex alliance
arrangements surrounding the AWD
project and most are expecting
serious problems.

The potential return to the
Commonwealth from privatising
ASC is thought to be in the order of
$250 million, or about 1 per cent of
the $25 billion the new submarines
are expected to cost.

Little wonder that people are
questioning the wisdom of
privatisation when it has such
potential to increase risk on the new
subs.

One thing is for sure, European
submarine builders will be sailing
into complicated waters when they
bid to be part of Australia’s future
submarine program.

■ Daniel Cotterill is a former chief of staff
to the Minister for Defence and currently
director of defence and security at Hill &
Knowlton.

Haka
falls by
way of
ad men
BRIAN VINER

The haka, the flamboyant,
ritualistic dance famously
deployed as pre-match
intimidation by the New

Zealand rugby union team, was
last week officially returned by the
New Zealand Government to a
Maori tribe, Ngati Toa, whose
elders have been more than a little
peeved down the years to see the
dance being ripped off by
advertising agencies around the
world. As Parmigiano-Reggiano
cheese must now come only from
northern Italy, so must the haka
wear a trademark.

Actually, there are lots of hakas,
but the one over which Ngati Toa
have been granted intellectual
property rights is the traditional
Ka Mate, composed by their
celebrated 18th-century warrior
king Te Rauparaha. It can no
longer be used without financial
compensation, even by
gingerbread men, as was
apparently the case in New
Zealand’s 2007 bakery of the year
awards.

However, New Zealand’s rugby
players, unlike the gingerbread
men, will be permitted to go on
rolling their eyes and sticking their
tongues out, as perhaps befits a
tradition that goes back to 1905,
when the first All Blacks put on a
terrific song and dance before
beating Wales in Cardiff.

Now while nobody has
benefited from last week’s ruling
more than Ngati Toa, for whom it
was part of a handsome financial
settlement for grievances dating
back 150 years, it seems to me that
the New Zealand Government has
unwittingly done us all a favour.
The conductor Sir Thomas
Beecham had a point when he
asserted that we should all try
everything at least once except
folk-dancing and incest, and it
would be marvellous if the haka
legislation could henceforth be
cited as a precedent to stop all folk
dances being attempted by
anyone not entitled by birth to do
so.

Only then would florid middle-
aged members of golf clubs in
England’s Home Counties, and
their equally florid wives, be
legally prevented from murdering
Strip the Willow and the Dashing
White Sergeant on Burns Night,
while wearing tartan
cummerbunds. Only then would
the tango be banned from church
halls in the West Midlands, and
the salsa from community centres
in Greater Manchester. Let purity
be restored, let line-dancing be
confined to the Bible Belt, the
Charleston to Charleston, and let
there be no more grainy black-
and-white clips of Wilson, Keppel
and bloody Betty performing their
sand dance, which always makes
me inclined to give thanks that the
golden age of variety unfolded
without me in it.

But if any grotesque modern
dance could be trademarked out
of existence, my vote would go to
the studiedly wacky goal
celebration in football.

It all started with Roger Milla,
the ebullient Cameroonian who in
the 1990 World Cup, at the grand
old age of 38, marked each of his
goals by gyrating round the corner
flag. And a highly entertaining
spectacle it was too, but of course
it gave birth to a regrettable new
art form, heartily embraced in
particular by footballers who think
that with a choreographed baby-
cradling or machine gun-firing
routine we will assume them to
have big personalities, rather than
small brains.

Give Milla intellectual property
rights over the daft goal
celebration, I say, and let
England’s rugby players put the
fear of God into the All Blacks, next
time they play them, with a
proper, jingling morris dance.
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